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2020 COMMON WEALTH MASTERS SCHOLARSHIP FOR STUDENTS

Kind attention of students is invited to the announcement of “2020 Commonwealth Masters Scholarship” tenable in the United Kingdom (UK.) for pursuing Master’s Courses commencing from September / October 2020. These Scholarships shall be offered by Commonwealth Scholarship Commission (CSC) United Kingdom under the following themes:

- Science and Technology for development
- Strengthening health systems and capacity
- Promoting global prosperity
- Strengthening global peace security and governance
- Strengthening resilience and response to crises
- Access inclusion and opportunity.

The Last date for application is 30th October 2019 and it is compulsory to apply online on both the following portals before their respective deadline, failing which the candidature would be deemed ineligible:

http://proposal.sakshat.ac.in/scholarship/  
(The portal shall be active till 15th November 2019)

2. Commonwealth Scholarship Commissions Online Application System (OAS)  
https://fs29.formsite.com/m3nCYq/iy6rpgiqua/form_login.html  
(The portal shall be active only till 30th October 2019)

ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS:

- The applicant must be a citizen and a permanent resident of India.
- She/he must be available to start her/his academic studies in the UK by the start of its academic year in September/October 2020
- The applicant is also required to have completed her/his Bachelors Degree by October 2020.

CSC does not offer scholarships for pursuing MBA. It has offered Scholarship for pursuing Masters Course (1 year) only. Masters Degree programmes which are less than two years in duration are not equivalent to Masters Degree in India. Interested students are advised to read the instructions available on the official website of Commonwealth Masters Scholarships 2020: http://cscuk.dfid.gov.uk/apply/masters-scholarships/
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